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MAX OGDEN
I love making developer’s lives easier.



JAN LEHNARDT
I love making developer’s lives easier.



SHOW OF HANDS



WHO HERE IS A 
DEVELOPER?



WHO HERE IS A 
DECIDER?

Product Manager with a budget, VP of Engineering, CTO…



WHO HERE 
REMEMBERS GOING 

FROM SVN TO GIT?



WHO HERE 
REMEMBERS GOINGOR 
FROM CVS TO GIT?



OR FROM 
VERSIONED 
FOLDERS  
TO GIT?



WHO HERE REMEMBERS GOING 
FROM A SPINNING 

HARD DRIVE TO AN SSD?









WHAT



WHAT IF



WHAT IF I TOLD



WHAT IF I TOLD 
YOU



THAT YOU CAN ACHIEVE A SIMILAR JUMP IN 
PRODUCTIVITY WITH TWO 
SIMPLE TOOLS AND A TINY ADJUSTMENT TO YOUR 

DEVELOPMENT WORKFLOW?





npm



npm is great



npm is Lego 
for your code



npm only works 
if you can trust 

people



because code 
changes…



“npm is a bet on 
semantic versioning” 

 
— Isaac Schlueter, npm CEO



What is semantic 
versioning / 

semver?



x.y.z 



x.y.z 
breaking.feature.patch



1.0.0 



1.0.1 



1.1.0 



1.1.1 



1.1.2 



2.0.0 



Version numbers are for 
computers, release names 

are for humans. 



Hauptversionsnumm
ernerhöhungsangst



x.y.z 
semver requires trust





we  
can’t  
trust



x.y.z 
we can’t even trust ourselves





TWO SIMPLE 
TOOLS



#1



$ npm install --save 



$ npm publish 



Did we git tag that 
correctly? 



Did we git tag that 
correctly?  
Did we git push --
tags? 



Did we git tag that 
correctly?  
Did we git push --tags?  
Did we commit our 
package.json? 



Did we git tag that correctly?  
Did we git push --tags?  
Did we commit our 
package.json? 
Did we pick the right version 
number? 



Did we git tag that correctly?  
Did we git push --tags?  
Did we commit our package.json? 
Did we pick the right version 
number?  
Did we write a ChangeLog? 



Enter semantic-release 



$ npm install -g 
semantic-release-cli 

$ semantic-release-
cli setup



$ git commit -m  
'fix: catch off-by-
one error'



$ git commit -m  'fix: 
catch off-by-one error'  
 
$ git commit -m 'feat: 
support > 1000 items'



$ git commit -am 'fix: catch off-by-one 
error' 
 
$ git commit -am 'feat: support > 1000 
items' 
 
$ git commit -am 'fix: better error 
handling\n BREAKING CHANGE: clients must 
understand the new error format'



$ git commit -am 'fix: catch off-by-one 
error' 
 
$ git commit -am 'feat: support > 1000 items' 
 
$ git commit -am 'fix: better error handling
\n BREAKING CHANGE: clients must understand 
the new error format’ 

$ git push



$ git commit -am 'fix: catch off-by-one 
error' 
 
$ git commit -am 'feat: support > 1000 items' 
 
$ git commit -am 'fix: better error handling
\n BREAKING CHANGE: clients must understand 
the new error format’ 

$ git push

That’s it 





GitHub CI npm

local dev

git push

CI npm  
publish

git tag  
git push --tags



Custom commit message parsers 
 
Release constraints: 
 
- once per day, once per week, after 10 commits, etc. 
 
- breaking change detection 
  (run previous test suite on new version, or type 
checker if you use Elm or TypeScript)



#1 SEMANTIC-
RELEASE IS FREE 

AND OPEN SOURCE





#2



WHY?



WHY? 
BECAUSE BUGFIXES 

& SECURITY UPDATES





OR USE TOOLS



TOOLS 
AND A SCHEDULE



“If it doesn’t happen  
on a fixed schedule,  
it doesn’t happen  
at all.”



USE THE RIGHT 
TOOL💃



Enter Greenkeeper 🌴



$ npm install -g 
greenkeeper 



$ greenkeeper enable 



DONE





WAIT WHAT HOW



Greenkeeper GitHub CI

npm

new package version

Open Pull  
Request

Runs  
Tests

PR Status  
Red/Green



Greenkeeper GitHub CI

npm

new package version

Create  
Branch

Runs  
Tests

Branch Status  
Red/Green

If green, delete branch  
If red, open PR

If the new version is within your specified range and 
the PR status is green, nothing happens.  

If the new version is outside of your specified range, or 
if the PR status is red, you get a branch & Pull Request



#2 GREENKEEPER IS 
A SERVICE, FREE 

FOR OPEN SOURCE



GREENKEEPER:  
FIRST MONTH FREE WITH 

CODE `NODECONF-
LONDON-IS-AWESOME`







THANK YOU!



JAN LEHNARDT / @JANL / 
JAN@APACHE.ORG 

HOOD.IE, APACHE COUCHDB, 
OFFLINE FIRST, JSCONF EU, 

OR HIRE MY COMPANY: 
NEIGHBOURHOODIE SOFTWARE 

HTTPS://NEIGHBOURHOOD.IE

mailto:jan@apache.org
https://neighbourhood.ie





